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Artist: ColdCell
Album Title:  Those
Homebase: Basel, Switzerland
Label: Czar Of Bullets 
Catalog Nr: CZAR050
Labelcode: LC-15207
Format: CD 
Barcode: 7 640130 01050 5
Total Time: 54:38 min
Release: November 3rd 2017
Genre: Atmospheric Black Metal / Swiss-German Extreme
Rock’n’Roll
For Fans Of: Schammasch (2 members of ColdCell), 
Wolves In The Throne Room, Blut Aus Nord, Altar Of 
Plagues, Farsot, Celtic Frost

ColdCell was founded in 2012 out of the ashes of Atritas, one of 
Basels oldest Black Metal bands who decided to do a complete 
restart for musical and conceptional reasons. ColdCell’s sound is still 
based in Black Metal, but although the terminus Swiss-German 
Extreme Rock’n’Roll has an ironic touch, it is seriously meant in a way 
to state that there are no musical borders for ColdCell; no matter if it’s 
Doom, psychedelic-psychotic Synthie-passages, industrial elements 
or simple rock patterns: As long as it �ts to the musical and concep-
tional vision, everything (extreme) is allowed. Like the music, also the 
lyrics di�er from typical Black Metal topics. ColdCell is the musical 
manifest of the modern individual’s prison: The modern new world, 
the globalized, digital society, a virtual designed image. Humanity as 
a sick species without consciousness, arbitrarily exchanging its gods, 
its ethics, its principles, isolated within the anonymous masses. The 
only benchmark is mammon, the individual is lost within stimulus 
satiation and shallow-brained social networks. The cell in the band’s 
name has a double meaning: First as a constructed, bred human cell, 
produced and used for industrial purposes: human being as a single 
wheel within the system. And second, the cell as a metaphor for the 
isolation arrest of the individual, lost within the masses, �nding no 
connections. Needless to say, there is a lot of irony, sarcasm, cynicism 
and scorn in every aspect of ColdCell’s work.

After “Generation Abomination” (2013, Gravity Entertainment) and 
“Lowlife” (2015, Avantgarde Music), the third opus “Those” was again 
recorded, mixed and mastered by Victor Bullok at Woodshed Studio 
(Dark Fortress, Triptykon, Farsot, Schammasch a.o.) and is going to be 
released by Czar of Cricket Records in autumn 2017. The album has a 
wider musical range than ever before but is still absolutely focused 
on ColdCell’s particular atmosphere and vibe. A professional video to 
the song “Entity I” in cooperation with Milena Kancheva is in progress; 
the o�cial release party is going to be at the Deer Fest in Basel, which 
is also going to be the very �rst gig with the very new line-up.
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Tracklist incl. ISRC:
01. Growing Girth
02. Entity I
03. Seize The Whole
04. Tainted Thoughts
05. Sleep Of Reason
06. Entity II
07. Drought In The Heart
08. Heritage

Lineup:
S - vocals
Ath - guitar
In - bass, samples & backing vocals
aW - drums
w4 - guitar

ColdCell on the internet:
www.coldcell.ch
www.facebook.com/coldcellofficial

Discography:
2013 - Generation Abomination
2014 - Lowlife
2017 - Those
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Distribution: 
Soulfood (Germany, Austria), Audioglobe SRL (Italy), 
Soundworks (France),  Suburban (Benelux), NonStopMu-
sic (Switzerland), Sound Pollution (Sweden), Border Music 
(Norway), Supersounds (Finland), Target (Denmark), 
Mystic Production (Poland, Czech Rep., Slovenia, 
Slovakia), Mastertrax (Spain), 
Plastic Head (UK, Ireland & Import worldwide + digital 
distribution worldwide) 


